Delivering best possible outcomes for the
NHS
The fear of legal challenge, concern over delivering the best value for money and pressure to make your budgets stretch further every
year are just a few of the challenges NHS procurement projects face. Issues such as transforming patient care and improved
collaboration at a local, regional and national level will also be high on your agenda when considering and planning how your strategic
procurements can achieve the best possible outcome.
That’s why for over 10 years, we’ve been helping NHS organisations to overcome these challenges. Our in-depth experience of
supporting NHS complex procurements includes:

Supporting key NHS challenges
Through our AWARD® Suite and expert services we help the NHS by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reducing the risk and uncertainty of complex projects
Saving time by minimising delays to project delivery
Protecting decisions from legal challenges
Shortening time to contract by an average of 40%
Managing multiple stakeholders to ensure collaboration
Improving value for money
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How do we support NHS procurement teams?
Our AWARD® Suite combines expert thought-leadership, training, and market-leading software modules.
AWARD® has been specifically designed to:
•
•
•
•

Apply a robust and transparent structure throughout the entire procurement process
Work with your existing procedures to deliver best possible outcomes
Span all project production, assessment scheme design and evaluation and debrief stages
Provide modular applications and support so you can get the specific support your project needs

What our NHS clients say:
“AWARD® eases the rather
onerous job of evaluation which
means we achieve a wider
review panel and this, coupled
with the structure of the tool,
supports a robust compliant
process.”

“AWARD® was a simple to use system
which allowed a complex evaluation
process to be simultaneously
completed by several people. The
system’s transparency helped to
ensure that the contract was awarded
with no challenges to the procurement
process.”

“Allowing the large number of external
stakeholders to input their data
directly into AWARD® [ ] had the effect
of speeding up the whole process and,
I believe, enhanced the quality and
contribution they were able to make.”

Fiona Maton
Southern Health NHS FT

Alain Rolli
The Royal Wolverhampton NHS Trust

Rob Elek
Oxford Radcliffe Hospitals NHS Trust

Our NHS clients include:

Find out how we can help your next procurement:
Get in touch with our NHS team for best practice advice: mduerden@commercedecisions.com
You can also view some of our NHS case studies here.
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